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Gender, leadership  
and the church 
Health warning!! 

 

Ideas of gender and 
leadership shaped by… 

• Personal history 

• Social and cultural context 

• Biblical/Theological interpretation 

• Need for inward/outward journey 

• Leadership thinking  

• Formal, titled/positional  

• Fail to recognise that those who 
exercise leadership seldom choose, 
campaign for or promote 
themselves i.e. related to ‘calling’ 

• Leader = male 

Prevailing leadership paradigms Leadership:  
a behaviour  

NOT an identity  

When others are following,  
you are leading… 

3 main views 

• Traditional 

   Women inferior and incapable of leadership 

• Hierarchical/Complementarian 

   Women equal in being, not in roles    

   therefore should not lead (in home or  

   church) 

• Egalitarian 

  Women equal in being and leadership 

Gender and Leadership in the Church 

  

Gender, leadership  
and the church:   

The next part of the journey 
Health warning!! 

 
Turning the tide? 
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‘Theological’ and ‘doctrinal’ 

But also structural, cultural & behavioural 

• Structurally embedded social scripts 
 

Chauvinist Creation 
 

Dear Earth, here is man,  
Love God  

P.s. Here is woman! 
Gordon Bailey 

 

The Next Part of the Journey 
‘Theological’ and ‘doctrinal’ 

But also structural, cultural & behavioural 

• Structurally embedded social scripts 

• Cultural assumptions 
 

Traditionalist to Complementarian? 
 

Which women, which men? 
 

Church and home? 
 

• Attitude & behaviour  take time 

 

 

The Next Part of the Journey 

About ability or capability 

Women and men make good/bad leaders 
‘Great leaders don’t just appear, they are crafted over 
time.  They practice being great. Extraordinary 
character and exceptional competence develop over 
time.  Leaders must make countless good choices and 
right calls to fashion greatness.’  
 
Reggie McNeal, Practicing Greatness 

 

The Next Part of the Journey 
About time and patience 

But about sin, righteousness and mission 

Kari Malcolm 

‘We have a world to win for Christ. The ship is 
sinking, and we [stand] on the shore arguing 
about who should go to the rescue, men or 
women. ‘ 

 

 

The Next Part of the Journey 

Not primarily a ‘women’s issue’ (although 
negatively impacts women disproportionately)  

But women and men working together 

The Next Part of the Journey 


